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Chapter 751 - It's Him! 

In the Expansive Coliseum, hundreds of millions of beings that held high positions throughout galaxies 

that were a part of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter- all of these beings were introduced to the daughter 

of the Holy Princess, Anna! 

There were many questions that came with this shocking revelation, but as their Holy Emperor was 

happy to introduce his granddaughter, the watching subjects roared out in fervor as the shockingly drop 

dead gorgeous face of Anna filled the screen. 

OOOOOH! 

Shouts reverberated out and essence flowed wildly, the Holy Emperor waving his hand as it very quickly 

came to a stop. 

"Today, we are here to enjoy the Holy Descendant Selection though, so let us see what talents are 

revealing themselves from our Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter! Let us watch exquisite summons from all 

walks of life!" 

OOOOH! 

The image of the Holy Emperor was grand as it appeared on the multiple illusory screens, all the beings 

shouting out in fervor as he waved his hands and the image on the screen changed to show an 

enormous golden door that led into the solid floor of the Expansive Coliseum. 

OOOM 

This golden door filled all the screens as it was over 200 meters large in diameter, opening into the floor 

of the coliseum that spanned 1 thousand miles! That’s right, the floor of the coliseum itself was a 

thousand miles, with the structure being expertly built the way it was to be able to hold over a billion 

beings within it as experts could freely watch everything with ease, while others could simply focus on 

the illusory screens that zoomed in on the moving beings! 

Everyone watched with bated breaths as on the screen, a bit over 50 beings could be seen stepping out 

of a grand hall. These were the contestants that had earned the right to participate in the Holy 

Descendant Selection this time around, the beings proficient in the Dao of Summoning who wanted to 

impress the royals of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and join the ranks of Holy Descendants. 

They stepped into the arena floor as their figures seemed extremely minuscule across the hundreds of 

miles, but they were zoomed in with clarity on the huge screens as their faces were seen clearly. 

"That is...the Summoning Prodigy!" 

"We’re in for a show today, an Ultra Rare Summon should be making an appearance!" 

A bustle of discussions already erupted out as the faces of the contenders became clear. Their levels 

ranged from Nebula to Low Tier GALAXY Realm as more than half were humanoid with the remaining 

being of the Dragonoid race. Some were well known with others being extremely famous, the figure of 



the one known as the Summoning Prodigy taking a full screen by himself as whoever controlled the 

illusory screens focused on him. 

In the stage where the Holy Emperor was located, none of the powerful and high-ranking beings showed 

any reaction to the contenders of today’s selection...none of them but two specific people! 

Anastasia raised her head as her eyes squinted while looking at someone shown in passing on the 

screen, a devilishly handsome young man that held a calm smile on his face. 

Beside her, Anna inadvertently stood up as her eyes landed on someone familiar again, a happy light 

shining through them as she accidentally called out softly! 

"Alexander..." 

THRUM! 

The actions of this new Holy Princess shocked many as even the Holy Emperor turned towards her, his 

eyes shining with an unknown light as he then turned his face to the illusory screens. 

This granddaughter of his had not given him an ounce of respect as she did not even rise from her seat 

like everyone else when he entered, and yet she stood up so abruptly for someone she saw on the 

screen! The Holy Emperor did not have to wait long as yet another person recognized the being that 

Anna and Anastasia had reacted to, the Holy Prince Rudolf squinting his eyes as he spoke out. 

"That is the supposed genius that Anastasia trained in the Galaxy that disappeared from our watch not 

too long ago. For him to be here already he must have left around the same time as us...he might have a 

connection to whatever powerful Entity is looking after that galaxy!" 

His words gave a lot of information and the Holy Emperor nodded with a smile. 

Anastasia pulled Anna to sit back down as their sights settled on the illusory screens once more, many 

emotions passing through their eyes as they saw this genius again! 

Meanwhile, Noah had a light smile on his face as throughout the Expansive Coliseum, a boisterous voice 

had now begun to ring out as everybody sat back ready to watch the show. 

"Alright everyone, settle down!" 

The voice resounded out from a location just below the area where the Holy Emperor was situated, a 

man with a red Mohawk appearing on the illusory screens as his voice was amplified to reach everyone. 

"We are in for a great show of rare and exciting summons, of powerful practitioners of the Dao showing 

off the strength of their pets as we shall welcome new Holy Descendants at the end of it!" 

OOOH! 

"As always, we shall first have the contestants show the rarity of the pets they hold, and then we shall 

have them show this strength in actual combat as we see just what type of trainers there are!" 

OOOOH! 



Every single one of his sentences was met with raucous yells, the blood of hundreds of millions of beings 

pumping strongly as their excitement was shooting through the roof. 

"Without further ado, we shall start with contestant number 1, Viktor!" 

From the line up of contestants leaving the grand hall and into the arena floor, Noah watched as a man 

walked in with prideful steps as his face occupied the center of the illusory screens. He was obviously 

ready to catch the eyes of everyone as he seemed extremely confident, his essence rumbling as he was 

about to summon his pets. 

Noah was simply watching with a smiling expression as he prepared. In the days to come, he wasn’t 

planning on hiding or acting low key. He was actually planning on acting extremely high key as he had 

utter confidence in keeping his life, and he truly had the qualifications to act high and mighty unlike 

these beings he was seeing who were actually feeling prideful from having summoned a Rare Animus! 

He waited to see how they would show off in this Expansive Coliseum before he utterly crushed them as 

he showed them what true rarity of pets one should have before they held even an ounce of pride... 

Chapter 752 - Merely Rare and Ultra Rare! 

The Expansive Coliseum was bustling with activity as many beings watched with expectant eyes while a 

QUASAR ranked expert filled the screens spread across the huge coliseum! 

This expert called Viktor raised his head high as a brilliant silver light flashed out three times, each time 

representing an Animus Summon coming out of his Origin. 

RUMBLE! 

They appeared spectacularly and in a stellar fashion as many beings gasped, noticing three unique 

creatures as one in particular drew in their breaths. 

"2 of the Common Rarity...but the last one is Rare!" 

"That must be the Rare Devouring Sandworm right?" 

Discussions ran rampant as Viktor looked proudly at his Rare Devouring Sandworm, his other two pets 

being lackl.u.s.ter as they were within normal limits of what beings normally saw. 

"Next up is contestant number 3, Dugu Xi!" 

WAA! 

The announcer only gave Viktor a few minutes before he called up the next contestant, the crowd being 

kept entertained as they were exposed to many pets after that. Contestant after contestants were 

called up as they showed off Animus summons of the Common, Uncommon, and even so called 

geniuses showing a Rare pet every now and then. 

But even this was enough to get many people talking as they discussed the bloodlines of the shown pets 

and their unique points. At this time though, silence descended down as the announcer’s voice 

resounded out in a stellar fashion, his gaze heated as he called out the name of the contestant who was 

right ahead of Noah! 



"Next up is someone you all have heard about...the Summoning Prodigy- Raeger!" 

THRUM! 

Waves of essence rumbled out as a calm man went forward and took the sights of all illusory screens, 

the exalted stands where the Holy Family sat in having discussions also. 

"This should be a good seed to rope in, Father." Holy Prince Rudolf turned towards the Holy Emperor as 

he whispered, the only thing he got being a nod as they watched this calm being step into the limelight. 

Unlike many others, his face turned towards the far away stand where the Holy Emperor was as he 

bowed, raising his head thereafter as brilliant flashes of light erupted out! 

OOOM! 

Huge creatures that shone with powerful l.u.s.ter came to fruition, each of them more frightening than 

the last as this being at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm summoned not just one, but three Rare Ranked Pets 

consecutively! 

"He really lives up to his reputation..." 

"Truly the Summoning Prodigy! But wait..." 

The hundreds of millions in the stand discussed as they watched with bated breaths for the main show 

to come, not waiting long as the Summoning Prodigy waved his hands once more and caused the 

appearance of a stellar Ultra Rare Pet. 

WAAA! 

"He truly contracted a Void Behemoth Sparrow!" 

"Genius...!" 

Ignoring the fervor happening with the common folk, even the Holy Emperor nodded as he agreed with 

Holy Prince Rudolf. This was because extremely rare pets were truly rare even in the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter, with even an Entity like Old Man Khan having an Ultra Rare Starry Behemoth Tarragon as his 

main battle pet. 

Only the Holy Emperor and a few other Entities under the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter had Prismatic 

Pets, and pets of such rarity could actually be counted on one’s two hands! So one of the main forces of 

power were the GALAXY Realm experts with Ultra Rare pets under their belts. 

OOOOH! 

Raeger, the Summoning Prodigy, received many cheers as he left the stage in a grand fashion, only 

giving a cursory glance to the being who was right behind him as his eyes seemed to have a tinge of pity. 

Such emotions weren’t shared by him alone as many beings in the stand looked at the announcer that 

was about to call on the next contestant and discussed. 

"The guy going next has to have the worst luck!" 

"Hah, to go right after the Summoning Prodigy? I would just swallow my pride and run..." 



Jokes and laughter had begun spreading out even before the name was called, the announcer that had a 

deep smile since Raeger came up reading the name very quickly as he wanted to get a move on and see 

the pets in action in the next part of the Selection. 

"Next up is Alexander." 

His voice came out blandly as the many screens portrayed the calm face of Noah. He went forward into 

the arena floor with steady steps as he took his time, drawing the ire of many as they truly didn’t care 

for this nobody who was striding like he was someone! 

"This is the being you trained?" 

The Holy Emperor’s voice sounded out as the Anastasia that wasn’t too far away bit her lips and nodded. 

Holy Prince Rudolf chimed in soon after. 

"He’s apparently a genius capable of summoning Ultra Rare pets. I gave him the selection medallion 

after Anastasia mentioned it just in case." 

His words seemed to not believe his own sister as the Holy Emperor nodded, their gazes landing towards 

Noah who actually raised his head high and instead of beginning to summon his pets, he actually spoke a 

single word as he raised his head to the other contestants to look as arrogant and pompous as possible. 

"Fools!" 

RUMBLE! 

With a gaze filled with contempt, this was actually the word uttered by this contestant as he glared at all 

the others behind him! 

His words nearly caused the eruption of battles as the other contestants he suddenly insulted nearly 

jumped him, these beings who were geniuses or extremely advanced in age not taking such an insult 

lightly. 

Yet the words continued as they felt like this being was purposefully asking for a beating. 

"A bunch of fools that know nothing about rarity!" 

RUMBLE! 

His words came with action as first, he utilized his essence as the over 1 billion beings watching nearly 

had their eyes pop out- their irises locking to the gradually appearing image of a Manifested QUASAR 

within this being’s body! 

"Manifested Realm...!" 

"Grand Completion!" 

"Ah!" 

Shock and stupor resounded throughout as in the exalted stand, Anastasia let out a light sigh as all 

others honed their eyes towards this being with shining lights as his words continued. 



"You fools continued summoning trash pet after trash pet and keep on thinking you’re all that, 

disgracing the Dao of Summoning with such actions!" 

THRUM 

Every word of his seemed like a knife that wanted to provoke others, his gaze domineering as he 

continued. 

"Standing so proud and showing pets that are merely Rare and Ultra Rare!" 

Essence moved with his words as a streak of light shot from his origin, the image of an enormous Void 

Serpent making itself clear in front of him as its draconic head raised arrogantly. 

...! 

Those knowledgeable in the Dao of Summoning- which were nearly everyone here- very quickly sensed 

the rarity of this pet as their bodies shook in incredulousness! 

"That is...!" 

"Ah...Ah!" 

"PRISMATIC!" 

THRUM! 

The word spread throughout the Expansive Coliseum as many eyes honed in on Noah, even the gaze of 

the Holy Emperor and beings around him locking at his location as a sharp light crossed through their 

eyes! 

Chapter 753 - Must Have Him! 

Utter silence overtook the Expansive Coliseum as the audience saw a PRISMATIC Pet summoned from a 

being that now looked to be shining with gorgeous splendor! 

The being who was known as the Summoning Prodigy looked at this scene with an ugly face as the calm 

and proud expression he always had was wiped away, his mouth twisted as if he had eaten some truly 

dirty shit. 

The announcer had to do a double-take to make sure his senses weren’t lying to him, that the dark 

shimmering Serpent he was seeing truly was an Animus Pet of the PRISMATIC Rarity! In the exalted 

stands, Rudolf had shocked eyes as he didn’t truly believe his sister, the gaze of the Holy Emperor 

landing on him as his voice sounded out. 

"This is the being you didn’t bother checking the words of your sister for truthfulness of?" 

RUMBLE! 

Rudolf felt immense pressure as he nodded slowly, the eyes of the Holy Emperor then going towards 

Anastasia as he wanted to ask something, but the contestant known as Alexander did not seem to be 

done at this moment as he waved his hands and summoned yet another pet, his devilish charm being 

shown for all to see on the numerous illusory screens. 



The flash of gorgeous light this time around caught the eyes of everyone as they watched with bated 

breaths to see what would come out next, nearly stumbling from their seats as they saw the 

materializing on an enormous fortress looking creature- the Colossal Helios Leviathan making an 

appearance in a grand fashion as it towered over 10,000 meters! 

Although in the 1000 mile arena floor its size wasn’t overly large, but it took over much of the illusory 

screens as they zoomed out to capture the entire body of the creature while focusing on its draconic-

whale shaped body that glimmered with an intense l.u.s.ter. 

The domineering being known as Alexander climbed atop the huge body of this Leviathan, the Void 

Serpent warping above it as well as its serpentine body wriggled dangerously. The gaze of this actual 

summoning genius appeared on the screens that all hundreds of millions of beings were watching as his 

face alone relayed his thoughts! 

His head was raised as he stood atop his Colossal Helios Leviathan while looking towards the other 

contestants. As for what his gaze said, the mere contempt one could see from it was enough to make 

some contestants puke blood. His figure looked like a lone hero with a grand destiny awaiting him, a 

being of true importance as every other Summoner that had gone into the arena floor before him were 

merely extras to his story. 

The abilities of the Protagonist Trait were running on full steam at this moment as his visage was 

imprinted into the minds of many! 

"..." 

Utter silence overtook the arena floor as the audience simply looked forth in a stupor! 

A single PRISMATIC Summon was enough to cause huge waves across the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter as 

there were so few of them. A second one appearing would cause similar waves, but the fact that it came 

from the same being was the truly appalling fact. 

In the exalted seats, Anna’s eyes were shining as she nodded in a matter of fact manner, her eyes 

seemingly accepting what the being she knew as Alexander had done faster than anyone else. This was 

because during all the times she was with him, he had continued to exceed her expectations as 

everything he did was always over the top! 

Anastasia also looked over with shining eyes as she thought of many things, but it was actually another 

being on the exalted stands that was having the biggest reaction to the happenings right now was 

actually the Holy Emperor that was standing at the very forefront. 

This was because unlike others, he was looking at everything through a bigger lens, a view point of a 

Ruler. At this moment as he saw the appearance of 2 PRISMATIC Summons from a single being, their 

significance was something only he truly understood! 

For us to understand this as well, we must talk about what the rarity of PRISMATIC pets in the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter truly signified. 

Almost always, PRISMATIC Animus Summons signified the rank of an Entity is the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter! 



This was because once raised to the Peak Tier of the GALAXY Realm, nearly all pets of this rarity would 

have their bloodlines fully unlocked as they also gain understanding of a unique Dao. When they 

reached this level, those brought up to Grand Completion along with the boosts of their terrifying 

bloodlines and Daos...they could match the level of an Entity. 

In the entire Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, less than 10 PRISMATIC Summons were present throughout! 

This meant in terms of summons, they had less than 10 that could be titled Entities. Of course, the 

Summoners that controlled these summons were Entities in their own right, but the key here is that 

there aren’t many of them. 

So when the Holy Emperor saw three PRISMATIC Summons be released from one being, his eyes looked 

towards him like a treasured gem as aside from the disbelief at this ridiculous scene, he wanted this 

being under his banner! 

His fiery eyes turned towards Anastasia as the swirling Dao of Summoning erupted around him, his voice 

ringing out clearly as it woke many of the Holy Children and Descendants from their stupor. 

"Anastasia. I’m going to need you to tell me everything about this Alexander." 

THRUM! 

His voice was unquestionable as only silence met him, squinting his eyes as he saw the flash of 

hesitation in Anastasia’s eyes. The Holy Emperor thought quickly as he sent her a telepathic message. 

"I will delay Anna’s engagement to the Aileron Prince for another year." 

"..." 

Anastasia looked towards her daughter and then towards the grandiose looking Alexander, her eyes 

calmly saying that when it came to this genius, all she did was pass down the skills of their Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter! 

"Aside from achieving Grand Completion of his Realm, he took just a second to embark on the Dao of 

Summoning, and just minutes to summon his first pet." 

...! 

Alarm filled the eyes of the Exalted Holy Children and Descendants as the eyes of the Holy Emperor 

shone with blazing lights, Anastasia hiding that Noah’s first pet which had somehow not even made its 

appearance here was actually a Three-Legged Fate Crow at the rarity of Ultra Rare. 

"Oh and he’s personally got the battle prowess capable of slaying those in a realm above him with ease, 

yet when I told all of these to my dear older brother, he decided to leave him alone in that remote 

galaxy and not even bother to check." 

Anastasia’s cold voice rang out as she boasted about Noah while throwing veiled words against Rudolf! 

The Holy Emperor looked at this scene as his eyes nearly shot out golden beams of light. In the heart of 

this Ruler, he knew today that whatever he had to do- he had to rope and tie this being to him right 

away! 



Chapter 754 - All of you can face me! 

As many beings could barely contain themselves from the shock they were experiencing, they actually 

didn’t know that Noah wasn’t done! 

As the Holy Emperor vowed to not let this being slip past his fingers just from seeing him summon 2 

PRISMATIC pets, Noah raised his head high once more as a silver light began to shine from his body once 

more, meaning another pet would soon be coming out. 

"He wouldn’t be..." 

"Not another one, right?!" 

Hundreds of millions rose from their seats as they wished their eyes could be right next to this being to 

observe what would happen next! 

THRUM! 

Essence surged out as in the next instant, a fast shadow that even those in the Middle Tier Galaxy could 

barely see flashed out of Noah’s origin. 

With such fast speed, the Obsidian Panther appeared grandly as even though it wasn’t as large as the 

Colossal Helios Leviathan and the Void Serpent- its significance was just as great! This was because with 

this pet brought forth, another PRISMATIC summon came to be on the arena floor of the Expansive 

Coliseum! 

A single being at the QUASAR Realm, three PRISMATIC summons! The hundreds of millions of beings all 

glanced towards him as they saw the devilish charm and the raised head that looked at everything in 

contempt. 

At this moment, the image of this being was imprinted in the minds of many! 

"Ridiculous...:" 

In the exalted stand, Old Man Khan was standing behind the many Holy personages as his old eyes fully 

opened, taking in the sight of 3 PRISMATIC Animus summons. Meanwhile, the Holy Emperor at the very 

forefront was gripping his seat while many thoughts ran rampant in his mind. 

When he saw the three pets, he was actually looking into the future when all three of them were 

brought into the Peak Tier GALAXY Realm, as this would signify his Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter gaining 

three more Entities! 

’With such an additional force while completely allying ourselves with the Aileron Race of the Primal 

Winged Expanse...those Ancient Powers would not dare make a move for our Legacy...’ 

A grand future opened itself up in front of him as this ruler planned, his gaze on Noah becoming even 

stronger as he thought about what had to be done to tie this being to him. 

--- 

On the arena floor, Noah was surrounded by three sparkling PRISMATIC pets as he stared down at all 

the other contestants that were showing off earlier. 



His gaze dripping with contempt glanced all around as he stroked the fur of the Obsidian Panther, his 

voice ringing out again. 

"I know there’s a fighting portion of this selection where we see who the best Animus Trainers are. Since 

I’ve shown you all that truly rare pets are, let me show you how they fight. All of you...can face me!" 

THRUUM! 

Millions nearly fell out of their seats as they felt their blood beginning to boil at these words, the 

audience looking at each other to confirm if they had really heard correctly. 

The contestants that Noah was looking at, especially the Summoning Prodigy- all of them glanced at 

Noah with blazing eyes full of anger as others glanced towards the announcer who also looked forward 

in stupor! 

This was definitely not the way the Selection was supposed to go, so the announcer turned towards the 

direction of the exalted stands where the Holy Emperor sat as he looked for a signal. In one illusory 

screen, the majestic face of the Holy Emperor was shown as he looked extremely thoughtful, eventually 

giving a light nod as the entire audience erupted in booming cheers thereafter. 

OOOOH! 

Excited reverberations rang throughout as hundreds of millions looked forward expectantly! At this 

point, they truly did not know what they would be seeing as nobody had ever expected the coming of 3 

PRISMATIC pets. Now that this single being would be using these pets to battle all the other 50 some 

contestants...it would be a sight to see! 

Among the contestants, the so called Summoning Prodigy stepped out as he held a difficult expression. 

"I respect you for being able to contract such amazing pets, but your demeanor and insults are not 

qualities a Holy Descendant should have, so I will have to face you with all I have!" 

He spoke as all of his summoned pets shone with light, all the other contestants also preparing as they 

looked towards this genius called Alexander with caution. 

He was more than amazing to have such rare pets, but could he really face 50 other contestants all at 

once? The Summoning Prodigy pointed this out as his hands waved around them. 

"Another thing that will be your bane is your arrogance, where you actually chose to face all of us just to 

feed your pride. Among us, there are multiple at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm, and as you are at QUASAR, 

your pets are at most in that Realm as wel-" 

...! 

The Summoning Prodigy had to come to a stop before his words even finished as he and all the other 

contestants looked at the pets this being summoned again! He was talking about how the levels of the 

Pets would be at QUASAR or below because of Noah’s rank, but he realized in shock that the Obsidian 

Panther and Colossal Helios Leviathan were both at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm while the Void Serpent 

was the only one at the QUASAR Realm! 

"How..." 



He and many others had actually been so shocked by the rarity that they forgot to glance at the Realm 

the pets they were in, just now realizing this discrepancy as it didn’t make any sense! How could a being 

of the QUASAR Realm contract with pets a Realm above them?! 

THRUUM! 

But the answer would never come for them as at this moment, Noah finally began moving. 

"Truly fools until the end. Just my panther will be enough for all of you." 

RUMBLE! 

Essence of starry black erupted out from a single Animus Pet near Noah, the Illusory screens of the 

Expansive Coliseum showing different scenes as everyone looked forth with bated breaths. They saw the 

image where a single being was standing atop an enormous Colossal Helios Leviathan, a Void Serpent by 

his side as an Obsidian Black Panther had begun shining with a brilliant black light. Facing this being 

were over 50 powerful experts proficient in the Dao of Summoning with their own pets, a few of them 

even being at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm! 

Yet while facing all of these beings, Alexander waved his hands and gave a command, the Obsidian 

Panther turning into a black flash that streaked across the arena floor. 

This black flash...would spell doom on all of its targets as wherever it passed, blood overflowed! 

"Ah!" 

A shower of blood erupted out in the arena floor of the Expansive Coliseum as Noah made sure to 

remind his panther not to go for the kill when facing these opponents, with the goal being to only 

incapacitate them as his aim at this moment was to introduce himself to everyone in an extremely 

domineering fashion! 

Chapter 755 - An Unforgettable Day Disrupted! 

In the Expansive Coliseum, a shocking scene was taking place as a single Animus Summon flashed across 

the arena floor while it tore down the summons of multiple experts! 

It did matter if they were pets summoned by those in the Nebula Realm or those in the Low Tier GALAXY 

Realm. The Obsidian Panther was so damn fast that he was just a black flash of light that passed through 

them, its deadly claws tearing apart tendons or wings as every single pet tumbled down. 

THRUM! 

The Summoning Prodigy had an ashen face as he turned into a streak of light to merge with his Three-

Eyed Phoenix, but even before the fusion could complete the figure of the Obsidian Panther appeared in 

front of him. 

Within the Panther’s eyes, one could see a hint of mockery as it glanced at the Low Tier GALAXY Three-

Eyed Phoenix, swiping its feline claw as a dark phantom claw appeared atop the Phoenix and suppressed 

it completely, smashing it down as a chicken cry could be heard! 

RUMBLE! 



Waves of essence erupted out as before the dust could even settle, the Obsidian Panther was already in 

front of another Animus Summon as he went on to utterly decimate everything. 

This was speed. Speed of shocking proportions! 

In the middle of it all, Noah stood atop the Colossal Helios Leviathan grandly with his arms crossed on 

his back, the Void Serpent standing by his side majestically as he released the image of a primal being 

descending into the common world! 

ROAAR! 

The Obsidian Panther that could be seen as a black flash of light rose to the skies, standing above all of 

the Animus Summons as its eyes glanced down towards them arrogantly. Many were injured and could 

not even move, but the Panther saw that they still had fighting spirit dwelling within them as they did 

not despair. 

"Hmph!" 

A snort was the only thing many heard before a dreadful aura began spreading out from the Obsidian 

Panther, a singular skill name being cast from it for the first time. 

[Bloodline Supression]. 

THRUM! 

A flash of red light erupted from the panther as it went on to descend down into the arena floor, all of 

the animus pets that felt this light trembling as they felt a horrendous pressure push them towards the 

ground! 

In the skies, the figure of the small Obsidian Panther was seemingly expanding larger and larger, the 

phantom shape of the majestic Noble Black Panther Clan King forming as they could barely raise their 

eyes to see the phantom of a Mercurial Obsidian Panther with a stellar shimmering black crown floating 

atop its head grandiosely! 

While this phantom form existed, every summon under the PRISMATIC rank or those with weak 

bloodlines felt suppression- a level of suppression that dug to their very souls as their combat power 

was reduced by more than half and they could barely raise their heads to look up to the figure of the 

magisterial panther in the skies. 

This was a PRISMATIC Summon! A single one at that! 

OOOOH! 

Bellows rang out from the hundreds of millions as they felt their blood excitedly trembling within them, 

their eyes nearly tearing from the majestic sight as some nearly had heart attacks from too much 

excitement... 

RUUMBLE! 

Yet even before people could catch their breath from watching this battle, another thing occurred as 

this time, it wasn’t on the arena floor of the Expansive Coliseum- but far above them in the skies. 



Amidst this stellar show of power from a single PRISMATIC Summon, a dreadfully arrogant and powerful 

aura had begun appearing at the highest point of the Expansive Coliseum, many beings turning their 

heads towards it fearfully as they thought enemies were invading! 

In the exalted stands where the Holy Emperor was, he had a slight angered look that he wiped away as 

he waved his hands for the many soldiers ready to bring from their summons and go to battle to come 

to a stop, watching the skies as a brilliant white light flashed to bring the materialization of a group of 

beings. 

THRUM! 

Pure mana flashed out with their arrival in the skies as Noah also looked up, his eyes shining as he 

glanced at the group of beings that had one defining feature- resplendent wings! 

"Haha Brother Windsor, you sent us an invitation for a grand event, but it looks like it’s about to be done 

even before we arrived." 

Giving off an immense aura of power, a humanoid being that had five pairs of wings led a few just like 

him as they strolled through the skies in a magisterial fashion! 

The beings were about 4 meters tall with fair skin, all of them having the feature of multiple pairs of 

wings on their back. These wings were extremely unique as on all of them, one would be able to notice 

the shape of a mystical eye that seemed to watch everything. 

It was a mysterious sight to see as the being speaking joyfully at the very forefront had the most pairs of 

wings, the eyes on each of his wings seemingly swirling with essence as they nearly drew in the spirits of 

weaker beings! 

"Brother Primal, I didn’t think you’d be able to make it on such short notice." 

The resonant voice of the Holy Emperor replied as it dispelled the shocking feeling released from this 

being who was actually the Aileron Ruler! The winged being was the one standing atop the Primal 

Winged Expanse, a being known as the Primal Emperor! 

His eyes that constantly swirled with a mystical essence looked down into the arena floor where Noah 

was looking up while surrounded by his three PRISMATIC Pets. 

"It looks like you’ve gained a powerful genius." 

RUMBLE! 

His words might have seemed like nothing to others, but the eyes of the Holy Emperor constricted while 

Noah below felt his blood boiling, his acute senses actually making him feel a barely discernible killing 

intent from the being that ruled over an entire Ancient Power! 

The Holy Emperor had an impassive look as he simply nodded while moving towards the Primal 

Emperor. 

"We’ve only gained another Holy Descendant to our ranks, that’s all. Come, let us go somewhere more 

lively now that this event has come to a close...Rudolf and Anastasia, take care of everything here and 

entertain the guests. We shall have a feast in the Expansive Ballroom!" 



The words of the Holy Emperor brought everyone to attention as he appeared in the skies and flew 

away with the smiling Primal Ruler, the party he brought with him remaining in the skies as they looked 

arrogantly towards the exalted seats where Rudolf, Old Man Khan and all the others remained! 

Rudolf knew the meaning of his Father’s words as he glanced at his sister as he spoke out carefully. 

"Since you two are familiar with the genius below, reunite with him and bring him to the Expansive 

Ballroom. I’ll take care of the remaining guests." 

Anastasia looked towards the party of winged beings far in the skies with careful eyes as she nodded, 

many memories coming back to her as she saw the particular figure of a being she denied years ago 

before she ran away from home! 

This same being was now leading the party of creatures from the Primal Winged Expanse, his eyes calm 

as they held an unknown light while glancing down at Anastasia and others. 

Rudolf and Old Man Khan had already flown towards them to welcome them, while Anna was already 

flying towards Noah as her mother shook her head with many emotions before she went down towards 

the Arena Floor herself. 

Too many things had happened as the moment Noah finished introducing himself as a shocking genius, 

the only allies of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter appeared as his Eyes of Truth showed him a great deal 

of things! 

Chapter 756 - The Aileron Race 

The winged beings that Noah had met for the first time were of the Aileron Race, a race of beings that 

ruled over the Primal Winged Expanse, and the only nearby friendly Ancient Power that shared borders 

with the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter. 

As Noah stood atop his Colossal Helios Leviathan, the other contestants of the Holy Descendant 

Selection were groaning on the floor. Many of them and their summons had light injuries that could be 

healed within a few hours or days, with some like the Summoning Prodigy recovering event faster as 

they only had ashen expressions. 

The Holy Descendant Selection these being participated in was actually brought by to a close very 

quickly, just a single contestant matching all of them and utterly trampling all Animus Summons using a 

single pet! 

Yet soon after, the powerful and prideful Aileron Race appeared, the Primal Emperor of this Ancient 

Power making an appearance as the Selection was further disrupted. 

Noah still remained calm atop the Colossal Helios Leviathan as he saw the figure of Anna and Anastasia 

flying towards him. His eyes were focused on speedily reading numerous lines of information from Eyes 

of Truth as he met the powerful Aileron Ruler, just this mere meeting granting him many things! 

First was the information about this other Ancient Power, the only so called ’ally’ that the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter had at this time. 

It was from this Ancient Power that in the past, familial relations had almost formed to cement the 

alliance between the two powers, but Anastasia could not be forced to do it as she ran away. 



When one truly thought about it, it was an extremely stupid matter to put a familial connection as one 

of the core things of an alliance, but the proud Aileron Race put this condition forward as the first thing 

before a few others that had to be complete before the two forces fully joined together in power to 

survive the coming Cataclysm! 

Yet the Aileron Race had done just that as the meeting this time around only occurred after the Holy 

Emperor of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter reached out and mentioned the talks of the alliance once 

more, and this time with the same conditions! 

Their appearance had given Noah truly large amounts of information, but one of the more important 

ones was the information on the type of strength- the Dao that the Ancient Power that was the Primal 

Winged Expanse cultivated, and it was the Dao of Withering! 

Noah was waiting until he stepped into the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter before he utilized a single 

feature- the Protagonist’s Bookmark that would allow him to gain a great deal of things from beings he 

merely met! He was waiting to meet any experts that might have had a unique Dao or possibly a Grand 

Dao that would very quickly boost his strength, but the hundreds of millions he had laid his eyes on or 

spread his aura out to see were nothing special! 

Most had barely begun on the Dao of Summoning if they were lucky, the truly important characters he 

would ever dare to use Protagonist’s Bookmark on being Entities like the Holy Emperor or Old Man Khan 

for their deep comprehensions in the Dao of Summoning. 

As he saw that even the Aileron Race cultivated a Lesser Dao, he chose to utilize his Protagonist’s 

Bookmark soon to focus on completing a singular Dao first and stop spreading his focus into every single 

Dao he came across- he chose to first completely comprehend the Dao of Summoning as he would use 

his Protagonist’s Bookmark on the powerful Holy Emperor! 

RUMBLE! 

His thoughts were brought to a close as the figures of Anna and her mother appeared in front of him, 

the groaning contestants on the arena floor below them barely catching their eyes. The two drop dead 

gorgeous beings stepped on his Colossal Helios Leviathan as Anna’s eyes shone with familiarity, this 

former Imperial Princess now turned into a Holy Princess speaking out with emotion. 

"What happened to the Nexus Galaxy? Where is father?" 

Her first words were those of concern as she asked of the fate of the Nexus Galaxy, Noah nodding to her 

and Anastasia while replying. 

"Nice to see you two again in one piece. The Imperial Adjudicator is safe, and I even have a message 

from him if we can find somewhere private." 

His words brought relief to the two women as they nodded, where the next thing that Anna said 

concerned Noah himself! 

"Ok, so what the hell is this? Three PRISMATIC Pets? Some even at a higher realm than you..." 

A barrage of questions erupted out from the curious Anna as she ignored the hundreds of millions of 

beings buzzing around them while looking at the images of them on the illusory screens. Far off in the 



skies, Rudolf had met with the rest of the delegation from the Primal Winged Expanse as the looks on 

the Aileron Princes were not too happy when they saw the talkative Holy Princess and Noah! 

Anastasia could read this situation as she cut off their reunion and spoke calmly. 

"Come, we are to welcome you into the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter per the words of the Holy Emperor. 

There is a celebratory ball waiting for us." 

"Oh? I’ve passed the Holy Descendant Selection?" Noah said these words with a smile as he looked back 

at the groaning contestants that were unsummoning their Animus Pets and healing at this time, their 

gazes towards him still frightful! 

Anastasia shook her head incomprehensibly at these words as Anna gave a light laugh, the 

incredulousness of Noah taking many things off their minds at this moment as the enormous body of 

the Colossal Helios Leviathan rose to the skies. 

OOOOOH! 

Vibrant yells could be heard from the hundreds of millions of beings in the Expansive Coliseum, 

welcoming this new genius with his PRISMATIC Pets as they didn’t let their eyes off the glimmering 

Leviathan. 

All that was left behind in the Coliseum were defeated beings that walked in with extreme pride, yet 

now Noah alone left with a mother and daughter of stupidly gorgeous proportions as his entrance into 

Ancient Powers began with a bang! 

Many pieces had actively begun moving with the return of Anastasia and Anna into the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, with Noah’s introduction on this day propelling even more things into an unknown 

direction. 

At this moment, Noah would get a few hours of rest before attending a supposed celebratory dinner 

where powerful personages from two Ancient Powers would be attending, and he wanted to use some 

of this time to privately reunite a father with his family as he understood the situation Anastasia was in 

better, as well as how to proceed while putting his own goals into account! 

As always, it was bound to be a shocking adventure! 

Chapter 757 - Just Loot at the End of it All! I 

The Expansive Holy Land that stood at the center of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter had a bustle of 

activities occurring throughout. 

It seemed like celebrations and festivities had overtaken the entire draconic shaped land as even though 

not everyone could participate in the grand celebration that would be occurring in the Expansive 

Ballroom, most still celebrated in their own regions as they welcomed the return of their Holy Princess 

and the news of a dreadful Genius Summoner that had multiple PRISMATIC Pets began to spread out! 

Such news called for grand celebrations! Meanwhile, Noah was talking with a mother and daughter pair 

as he gained more understanding of the situation around them, Anastasia bringing the two of them 

through a few portals that only someone of her status could pass through without any issues as their 

destination was a paradisiacal isolated world that held fantastical castles. 



"There should be some privacy in here, what happened with the Nexus Galaxy?" 

The most pressing matter was the one of safety for the beings they knew for years, Anastasia asking of 

this as they passed through the colorful gardens that looked like mazes around the unique medieval 

styled castles. 

Noah gave a light smile as he walked with the two women, nodding in front of them as they came to a 

stop and watched the area he pointed to begin to bubble with spatial essence as something came forth. 

"Alright, prepare yourselves for this." 

The spatial essence brought forth a clone, a clone that had the same face as Alexander as the two 

women looked towards it with their expressions agape! But this wasn’t all as this clone very quickly 

unfurled his hand, bringing forth a stellar looking circular object that shone with scintillating light. 

The object floating on the palm was shockingly a Galaxy, and one that was the product of the fusion of 

many galaxies! 

"Don’t resist." 

Noah said these words as he used his authority as the Infinite Galaxy Master to warp the two of them 

into his home, many things being much easier to explain in this location. 

SHAAA! 

After a flash of essence, their figures disappeared silently from the garden as a miniaturized galaxy fell 

on the earth below, merging with the small grains of sand seamlessly! 

--- 

Within the Infinite Galaxy, some of the more powerful figures were floating in the starry space between 

multiple shimmering stars as they enjoyed the essence filled fruits of the Infinite Galaxy. 

They had briefly stopped their training to recuperate and relax as they got a message from Noah that 

powerful guests would be coming into the Infinite Galaxy! These guests were beings that the Imperial 

Adjudicator was connected to, so the Harbingers took some time aside to see the beings that the 

Adjudicator they trained with always talked about. 

With a flash of light, the appearance of two curvaceous women appeared along with Noah’s two bodies 

near the space they were in, their expressions looking around with their mouths agape as they wanted 

to confirm they were now truly in a separate space that had multiple stars! 

"Anna! Anastasia!" 

The Emperor Penguin and others then watched as the tough Imperial Adjudicator flew towards these 

two beings without any of the majestic demeanor of a king, hugging them tightly as he finally met his 

family again. 

This powerful ruler glanced towards Noah’s two bodies as his eyes were red with emotion and said 

softly, "Thank you." 

Noah nodded at this as he smiled lightly, his voice ringing out thereafter. 



"Welcome the new guests to the Infinite Galaxy. We have much to do!" 

What followed next was the introduction of the Infinite Galaxy to the shocked mother and daughter, the 

reality that the Nexus Galaxy they knew was fused into another galaxy being something they could 

hardly believe. 

"How does that even work? Like, no...it doesn’t make sense..." 

Anna was shaking her head as she barraged Noah with questions in the starry space, her fiery red hair 

dancing in space while the Imperial Adjudicator pulled Anastasia close to him as if he didn’t know when 

he would lose her again. 

Far off in the distance, the Emperor Penguin looked at this scene as he shook his head in amazement, his 

beady eyes glancing to the side as he saw a fiery Barbaros crossing her arms while gazing towards Noah 

and the two new beings. 

’Is master really about to add another woman he can barely take care of? Truly unfathomable!’ 

The Emperor Penguin had a ridiculous thought as his eyes shifted from Anna to the Barbaros near him, 

the stupor and shock of the reality of the Infinite Galaxy being accepted by the two women as they 

moved on to the issue at hand. 

"My weakness seems to have only made things worse, where now I’ve gotten even Anna embroiled in 

the mess of Ancient Powers." 

After things settled down, Anastasia told the story of their return and exactly how events had played 

out, mentioning to them the standing of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and the Primal Winged Expanse 

as she talked of the broken engagement she ran away from, as well as the new one that was about to be 

formed now. 

"What!" 

The Imperial Adjudicator was furious as he bellowed out. 

"A prideful Aileron Race? Needed allies? So what! All I see is birdmen trying to force my daughter, I 

won’t have it!" 

His stance was made clear as Anna nodded in a matter of fact fashion, but her face and Anastasia’s face 

was one of difficulty as they knew the many more intricacies within it! 

Anastasia waved her hands in front of them as she spoke. 

"My father has already chained me to make sure I don’t step out of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter 

again, and he knows Anna won’t go anywhere if I’m forced to remain here. In the next day or two, he 

plans to make the engagement official as two Ancient Powers join together." 

"..." 

Silence overtook the starry space that these beings were in as many had thoughtful expressions, all of 

their gazes going towards one person at this moment! 



They all went towards Noah who was sipping a golden drink squeezed from fruits dense in fate essence, 

listening to the issue at hand that weighed down on others heavily as if it was nothing to him. 

Seeing the worried looks of the Adjudicator and the mother and daughter pair, Noah finished his drink 

as he turned towards Anna and asked simply! 

"Are you planning on getting together with a random Aileron Prince?" 

"No." 

Anna’s reply was instant as her gaze was calm, looking expectantly towards this genius that always 

surprised her to no end. 

"Then if you don’t want to, you simply won’t. I’ll make sure of it." 

RUMBLE! 

With a domineering gaze, Noah sipped his golden drink as he spoke out lazily, making his stance clear! 

Anna looked towards him as her bright eyes shined, all of the beings here listening to his words as he 

made one thing clear. 

Even if the will of an Ancient Land was to do something, if he said they won’t- then they would have to 

bend to Noah’s will! 

Chapter 758 - Just Loot at the End of it All! II 

In the starry space of the Infinite Galaxy, a group of important beings were sitting together as a heavy 

discussion took place! 

Anastasia was the one speaking right now as she understood the immensity of Ancient Powers, as she 

knew of the dreadful monsters hidden within these places that were actually legacies of long lost Sages. 

"But...this involves Ancient Powers, Entities that have nearly comprehended Daos, beings who have 

legacies of Sages with them...as much of a genius as you are, you haven’t been given enough time to-" 

THRUM! 

Before Anastasia could finish her worried words as she looked at Noah, he erupted with essence as his 

brilliant QUASAR shone resplendently on his body. His face took a hint of seriousness as he spoke once 

more. 

"The Nexus Galaxy has become a part of my Infinite Galaxy, so its people fall under my responsibility! 

Your husband, your daughter, and even you...all of you fall under my responsibility!" 

OOOM! 

The swirling essence of Dao erupted out with his words, Anastasia shockingly sensing the Dao of 

Summoning and ridiculously another Dao mixed in as Noah continued. 

"So if I say other people cannot lay their hands on you, they cannot lay their hands on you! It matters 

not if they are Entities or Sages, they are nothing! To me, they shall merely be loot in the very end!" 

THRUM! 



Those listening felt their hearts pump as they listened to a being that did not put Entities or Sages in his 

eyes! 

His last words reverberated throughout as they left a deep impact on those listening. 

"...shall merely be loot in the very end..." 

"...merely be loot..." 

"...merely loot...!" 

Entities and Sages- in front of Noah, he foresaw that that could only be loot! 

--- 

As Noah let out domineering words with one body, one of his main bodies was casting a profoundly 

powerful skill that could not be used for weeks after- it was the Protagonist’s Bookmark! 

More than always, Noah would be doing multiple things at the same time with his different bodies. So as 

one of them was entertaining the crimson haired mother and daughter pair while understanding the 

happenings of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, other bodies were training skill trees, utilizing features of 

the Infinite Galaxy, and now his main body was selecting a target for Protagonist’s Bookmark. 

The being this time around was naturally the top most being of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, the Holy 

Emperor himself who held profound comprehensions on the Dao of Summoning! 

Noah made this Dao his target to master as his Animus Summons were the ones granting him the 

biggest battle power at this moment. From the experiment with the Dao of Vitality, he knew that 

spending the entire Protagonist’s Bookmark on a Dao would grant him over 30% into it, so he would be 

waiting merely less than 3 months before he completely comprehends the Dao. 

3 months! And that was barring any other opportunities he came across during that time. 

THRUM! 

Essence moved under his command as first, he changed the affix of the Ruination Core to [+10,000% 

Comprehension and Assimilation in the Dao of Summoning], Protagonist’s Bookmark being cast 

thereafter as a portion of his soul traversed the wide space to go elsewhere! 

Going from the miniaturized galaxy that was a grain of sand in the garden of the paradisiacal world 

within the Expansive Holy Land, he traveled rapidly as he passed through restricted areas and actually 

entered deep into the Head Region of the draconic shaped land, bursting into an isolated world filled 

with mystical billowing blue smoke that only held two discussing beings- the Holy Emperor and the 

Primal Emperor. 

His soul whizzed by unknowingly as it descended into the body of the Holy Emperor, even this powerful 

Entity or the being he was talking to not being able to notice a single thing! 

"Things have gotten even wilder with the changes we saw in the Ruination Tools. The other Ancient 

Powers have begun making movements they wouldn’t dare to make before." 



The voice of the Primal Emperor rang out as the minute countdown started in the periphery of Noah’s 

vision, his mind having already given the command on what experiences to focus on as he listened in on 

the conversations of these two big bosses! 

"...to the North, the Arch Human Race is consolidating power once more as they bring even more 

Entities under their banner." 

The talk between these two bosses was a heavy one that concerned the environment of the Dark 

Universe, the discussion staying on the Ancient Powers that surrounded them! 

The current discussion was for the force that controlled a portion of what could be considered the 

Northern Region of the Dark Universe, where the terrifying Arch Human Race ruled a terrifying Ancient 

Power that was at this moment recruiting more Entities. 

The two big bosses continued their talk without the knowledge that at this moment, Noah was listening 

in while crystallizing immense comprehensions of the Dao of Summoning from the Holy Emperor. 

"Ever since the reaction from the Tools of Ruination, every Ancient Power has been scrambling to obtain 

more knowledge and consolidate more power. We are the same, we just have to make sure our alliance 

starts off on the right path!" 

The Primal Emperor that held 5 shining pairs of wings said this with a wily smile while staring at the Holy 

Emperor who nodded calmly while replying. 

"Anastasia may have not been able to complete the pact last time, but my granddaughter will! I will set 

the engagement for a year later." 

"A year? You do not wish to join hands right now?" 

"A year is nothing to us. I hope Brother Primal can understand." 

The gaze of the Holy Emperor remained impassive as he said these words, the winged ruler of the 

Aileron Race in front of him only smiling as he nodded! 

"My Primal Winged Expanse is fairly protected as we reside past the Pestiferous Chaotic Regions that we 

know how to navigate, but others will be aiming for your Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter with even more 

vigor soon because of your intact Sage’s Legacy..." 

Noah’s soul perked up in the midst of absorbing Dao comprehensions, his attention on the intact ’Sage’s 

Legacy’ that was mentioned between these two bosses! 

Chapter 759 - One Third of a Dao in Seconds! 

The Primal Emperor spoke of an intact Sage’s Legacy that was the target of other Ancient Powers, yet his 

eyes seemed to hold a tinge of greed as he spoke about this himself! 

The Holy Emperor saw this as his eyes squinted, speaking out while enunciating every word clearly. 

"It is merely a rumor that my Ancient Power has a more intact Sage’s Legacy than yours or the others. If 

we truly had one, we wouldn’t be in the position we’re in right now!" 



Yes! The surrounding Ancient Powers each had their own unique strengths and areas of study when it 

came to the Dao, but there was a rumor that the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter was among the few 

Ancient Powers that had an intact Sage’s Legacy left behind by a benevolent sage before the Cataclysm 

that took all the Sages and Great Sages away. 

During the time when the Sages and Great Sages utilized the Cosmic Treasure Ruination, some were 

lucky enough to have foreseen a horrendous possibility as they left behind legacies for their bloodlines, 

these legacies creating the Ancient Powers that currently rule the Dark Universe! 

"The ones spreading such lies is naturally that loser in the North and the Desolate Galaxies of the East. 

They just want an excuse to attack my Expansive Holy Land again!" 

The eyes of the Holy Emperor blazed as the Primal Emperor nodded. 

"Not to worry, Brother Windsor. As soon as they know of our alliance, they wouldn’t dare take their 

forces out to attack. But really...to be surrounded by so many enemies..." 

The ruler of the Aileron Race continued as he talked of the Ancient Powers surrounding them, Noah 

gaining even more knowledge of the many experts around him as he saw he had 20 seconds left in 

Protagonist’s Bookmark! 

He found out that within the Dark Universe, the Arch Humans ruled the Northern region, with the East 

being ruled by the Ancient Power standing above the Desolate Galaxies, the Spirit Race consolidating 

their rule in the south, and of course there was the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and the Primal Winged 

Expanse in the West. 

Multiple Ancient Powers, each with their own stupendously powerful Entities as they each focused on 

different Daos. Some Ancient Powers were even more powerful than others as they study a Grand Dao, 

this being the Spirit Race in the South that many other Ancient Powers were apprehensive about! 

Others focused on the Dao of Weapons such as the Dao of the Sword or Saber, others on the more 

Unique Daos like Summoning, Slaughter, or Destruction. 

Yet above all of these, one central thing made many Entities and Ancient Powers apprehensive. 

"It is always the Tools of Ruination..." 

The Holy Emperor gave a light sigh as he looked out, remembering the history left behind by their long 

lost Sages as well as their own understanding after years of research. He turned to the Primal Emperor 

as he spoke carefully, his eyes shining as he had seemingly made a tough decision! 

"Come, let us enjoy the celebration as I will also announce something to show some goodwill for our 

alliance." 

"Oh?..." 

The two big bosses continued their conversation as they changed locations, the being who was listening 

to them the past seconds fading away from the Origin of the Holy Emperor as he carried with him a 

dense red crystal that contained years’ worth of comprehensions of the Dao of Summoning! 



Protagonist’s Bookmark was finished as it granted Noah a large amount of information as well as a huge 

boost in the Dao of Summoning that he would know the exact percentage of in a bit. 

His soul traversed through the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter rapidly as his soul descended onto his body as 

he was still talking with Anastasia and others! To them, Noah was just releasing a domineering air as he 

said words that shook them to their core, and then he took a slight pause as he seemed to have thought 

of something. 

THRUM! 

Yet a second later, the space around him began to tremble as a magisterial air burst out, those around 

him being pushed away as all around Noah, the swirling essence of the Dao of Summoning had 

descended around him as it tunneled into him rapidly! 

"What...!" 

Anastasia was about to tell this being about the true terror of Ancient Powers and that they had 

hundreds of thousands of years to comprehend different Daos, that he who had only embarked on the 

Dao a few weeks ago would not be able to match them so quickly. 

Yet...she watched with an agape expression as she saw the condensing of pure Dao Essence around him, 

this Dao Essence being something only those who had been comprehending the Dao for tens of 

thousands of years being able to bring forth! 

She had to swallow her own words as she realized this much Dao Essence would very soon exceed her 

own understanding in the Dao of Summoning. 

’How? I’ve embarked on this path for a few hundred years...I...’ 

THRUM! 

Noah could only be seen calmly floating in the starry space as his dark hair waved wildly, his Origin 

absorbing the comprehensions of the Holy Emperor that he had worked so hard to achieve for 

thousands of years. 

Noah himself looked at his stat panel as he observed the percentage next to the Dao of Summoning 

increase from the abysmal low decimal percentage and shoot up- going from 1% to 10% rapidly as it 

only continued further! 

In the past when he spent 10 seconds of the Protagonist’s Bookmark on the Dao of Vitality, he had 

gained 5% in this Dao when he absorbed everything. This time around, he had used the full 60 seconds 

on the Dao of Summoning while he bookmarked the Holy Emperor, meaning he would be getting 6 

times as much advancement as he would comprehend one-third of a Lesser Dao in the span of a few 

seconds... 

This meant 30% would be comprehended in just a matter of seconds! 

A few seconds! 

Yes, there were many factors that made it possible. There was the +10,000 affix and the use of 

Protagonist’s Bookmark, but still! 



One third of a Lesser Dao to be comprehended in just seconds was just...Ah, the words aren’t even 

there! 

Chapter 760 - The Primal Holy Land Shall Open! I 

Some beings had been around Noah long enough to not be too surprised by the things that he did. 

Off to the side, the Emperor Penguin and the other Harbingers of Sin were looking at Noah with calm 

eyes as he simply sipped a golden drink while his body swirled with the magisterial essence of the Dao of 

a Summoning! 

The intense reverberations only made them nod their heads in a matter of fact fashion as they 

continued eating their own pristine foods and drinks, but it was the figures of the Imperial Adjudicator, 

Anastasia, and Anna that looked towards Noah with agape expressions. 

By the time their expressions returned to normal, the dao essence around Noah was calming down as he 

opened his eyes calmly. 

As if nothing had just happened he turned towards them and continued on speaking. 

"So this Aileron Race..." 

The others looked towards him incredulously as he simply carried on the conversation as if he hadn’t 

just advanced a thousand years’ worth of comprehensions in a matter of seconds! 

In the corner of his eyes, Noah could see the 31% next to the Dao of Summoning. Aside from this 

percentage there also came unique features that one could only unlock after they traversed through any 

Lesser, Grand, or Cosmic Dao. 

To understand these unique features, we must discuss exactly what happens when one comprehends 

and assimilates a Dao. The further one travels as they gain more comprehension, the more power they 

can draw from the Dao they are studying...as well as the more power they could grant to their pets! 

One of the more unique features that was inconsequential to Noah before but he could use now, was to 

actually control the dense swirls of Dao Essence he could now command to infuse into the bodies of his 

pets while they were summoned. This would enhance their strength to an unknown factor as he had to 

test it to be sure. 

Noah was also able to confirm that the cooldowns and the efficacy of all of the skills that dealt with the 

Dao of Summoning were increased greatly as his comprehension rose to 31%! 

So the skills that awoke the bloodlines of the Animus Summons now had +310% attached to them as he 

could use it twice in a day, and the skill that an animus trainer could use to increase the cultivation of 

their pets also had a +310% in front of it as only its efficacy was increased. 

Of course, there was also the increased chance to obtain rarer pets when one’s comprehension in the 

dao was extremely high. 

All in all, the efficacy of skills were greatly increased the further one traveled in the Dao, where when 

one reached 100% in comprehension...well, the boosts and ways they could utilize their abilities would 

just be horrendous. 



When one further assimilated the Dao into their very soul and origin- well, that was another concept 

entirely! 

So at this moment, Noah’s abilities that were boosted by skill points were even further enhanced with 

the increased progression in the Dao of a Summoning. 

Noah conversed with Anastasia and the curvaceous Anna for a few more minutes before they had to 

leave the Infinite Galaxy and return to head towards the celebration taking place at this time. When it 

came to the supposed chains placed on Anastasia, Noah saw they were merely an item that had a 

locator function, but they could not be taken off by anyone other than the Holy Emperor! 

This wasn’t because it was a great treasure, but simply because it required a being with immense 

comprehensions in the Dao of Summoning to continuously input dao essence into it before it could be 

unlocked. Even though Noah had only jumped to 31%, he could easily utilize his mana to continuously 

command dao essence into it until the tool could be unlocked! 

He left the bracelet alone for now as he would observe how things go before making drastic 

movements. Thus they left the Infinite Galaxy to go towards the celebration. 

It was only the first day, but Noah had arrived as he etched his name into the minds of hundreds of 

millions, reunited with a shocking mother and daughter pair, and also used the Protagonist’s Bookmark 

to advanced more than 30% in a Lesser Dao! 

In only less than a day! 

Yet he continued on with ease as his senses spread out from the Infinite Galaxy that was miniaturized 

and as small as a grain of sand in the gardens of the area they were in. When Noah noticed that nobody 

was present-the figures of him, Anastasia, and Anna swiftly reappeared. 

His clone warped in briefly as he anchored the Infinite Galaxy on to himself and disappeared soon after 

as he returned to the job of fusing more galaxies into the Infinite Galaxy! 

"Well, let’s go see how this plays out." 

Noah spoke with a slight smile as the party went towards the location where the convergence of experts 

from the Primal Winged Expanse and the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter would be occurring. 

--- 

The location that went to was a central castle in the area they were in, and this area that was the size of 

a world was truly grand as it looked like a paradisiacal land filled with beautiful gardens and castles. 

Even though this castle was just as enormous, it didn’t have too many rooms, and only held a singular 

expansive ballroom in a circular area that was filled with golden tables and chairs. Exotic maid of the 

human and Dragonoid races walked in elegantly as they served drinks and good brimming with vigorous 

essence, painting for a fantastical scene one could never come across with ease! 

This expansive ballroom was filled with important personages as Noah could even pinpoint the aura of 

more than five Entities just in this area, and this did not even include the Holy Emperor and the Primal 

Emperor that were not here as of right now. 



The figures of Maya and Raya, the maids of Anna, could be seen standing behind the exquisite throne 

where the Holy Emperor would be sitting. 

One could also see Rudolph and Old Man Khan entertaining the princes of the Aileron Race in the middle 

of this huge ballroom. These beings held regal robes as their shimmering pairs of wings were their 

defining features, their 4 meter tall stature making those talking to them always glance upwards! 

Many others in the surroundings were Holy Children and the Holy Descendant of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter. 

In this Expansive Ballroom filled with such royalty and elegance, Noah made his entrance! 

When he stepped in, he was accompanied on both sides by two gorgeous women, with him being the 

leading figure as they walked behind him. 

His entrance actually caused a pause to occur throughout the ballroom as many turned their eyes to see 

him walking at the very forefront while Anastasia was behind him to his left and Anna behind him to his 

right! It was a shocking image to look at as the Holy Princesses of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter 

actually followed behind a single man. 

The eyes of Rudolph opened with a slight anger as Old Man Khan looked forward with a light smile. The 

party from the Primal Winged Expanse that they were entertaining looked towards Noah with cold eyes 

as one of the Princes of the Aileron Race began walking towards them. 

Noah’s gaze was calm as he looked around at the many figures in front of him, his eyes keen on using 

the eyes of truth to understand more the mysteries of these powerful beings! 

He didn’t even put the coming prince into his eyes as this being did not look towards him either, his gaze 

going towards the veiled Anna who was beside Noah. 

"I wondered when I would make your acquaintance, Princess Anna." 

The four meter tall winged being came over as a light smile appeared on his face, elegance and royalty 

leaking out of him as his four pairs of wings shone mystically behind him. 

This was the supposed Prince that would be promised the hand of the Holy Princess of the Expansive 

Dragon Cl.u.s.ter when the time came for the two forces to join hands as allies! 

This was Prince Kirigan! 

His face was filled with elegance and majesty as he appeared in front of Noah’s party, completely 

ignoring Noah as he only acknowledged Anna and Anastasia. 

Yet before either of them could even reply, Noah appeared in front of Anna as he glanced at the Aileron 

Prince lazily before he spoke out. 

"Who are you?" 

"..." 



Silence descended into the wide ballroom as a genius newly chosen Holy Descendant appeared in front 

of an Aileron Prince, his gaze full of disrespect as he stopped the Prince from even talking to the Holy 

Princess! 

THRUUM! 

The elegant face of the Aileron Prince lost its smile as coldness appeared, the mystical eyes within its 

wings beginning to revolve as it looked like a fight was about to break out! 

 


